FOLDING OUT-SWING DOOR DETAILS
1" & 1-1/2" INSULATED & 9/16" SINGLE GLAZING SHOWN

1 HEAD
2 EXT. HORIZ. TDL
3 SILL
3A FLUSH TRACK SILL (NOT WEATHER TESTED)
4 PIVOT JAMB
5 HINGED HANDLE & DPL
6 INTERMEDIATE CARRIER
7 LOCK JAMB (SWING DOOR HANDLE & DPL)
7A LOCK JAMB (SLIM LINE & DPL)
8 MEETING STILES NO END CARRIERS
9 MEETING STILES 1 END CARRIER
10 MEETING STILES 2 END CARRIERS
11 BLOCK JAMB END CARRIER

-REFERENCE PAGE 3600-T-003 FOR ELEVATIONS.
-NAIL-FIN FRAME SHOWN, BLOCK FRAME AVAILABLE.
-Glass penetration = 1/2"
-Exterior rated products have weep slots on horizontal sills.
-Meeting stiles with no end carriers: active right shown.
-Intermediate carriers: active right shown.
-Jambs to the finished floor height (finished floor by others).
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